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Phase transformation among different boron nitride (BN) phases in hydrothermal solution was

investigated. It was found that hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) firstly formed in the solution at relatively

low temperature (i.e., 220 1C). After that, a spot of hBN began to transform into wurtzite boron nitride

(wBN) and cubic boron nitride (cBN) at 230 1C. More and more hBN converted into wBN and cBN with

the increase in temperature, and this transformation process completed at 300 1C. In this paper, we have

explained the mechanism of the above phase transformation by using a reported ‘‘puckering

mechanism’’.

& 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Cubic boron nitride (cBN), a valuable material with out-
standing properties and important technological applications,
has attracted much attention of the material researchers [1–5]. Up
to now, cBN has been successfully synthesized by high tempera-
ture and high pressure (HTHP) method with the help of various
catalysts [6–13]. Besides, the denser phases of BN, namely, wBN
and cBN, can also be obtained from the transformation initiated
by chemical shifts. On the other hand, many authors have also
proposed some models for explaining the phase transformation
of BN [14,15], which focuses on how the sp2-bounded hBN
transformed into sp3-bounded cBN, but they are still in con-
troversy. One opinion is that such a transformation proceeds
directly via an amorphous phase [16], and the other one is that an
intermediate phase exists between hBN and cBN [17–20]. In the
latter case, a hybrid modification and stacking sequence alter
process happened, namely, from the ABAB stacking order and
sp2-hydrid form of hBN to the ABCABC stacking sequence and
sp3-hybrid modification of cBN. Meanwhile, the intermediate
metastable phase, such as wBN, usually exists.

On the basis of investigating the mechanism of BN phase
transformation under HTHP conditions, some effective methods
have been developed to synthesize cBN at milder conditions.
Unfortunately, the temperature and pressure required for synthe-
sizing cBN is still very high, which results in the high cost and
poor yield of cBN. For overcoming this difficulty, a new
ll rights reserved.
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hydrothermal synthesis method has been developed for synthe-
sizing cBN at much lower temperature and pressure. However, the
as-prepared samples are usually mixtures of hBN, cBN and oBN
etc., and it is very difficult to obtain single phase cBN [21–23]. On
the other hand, in the experiment of in-situ monitoring the
reaction process of synthesizing BN, we have found that there
exist phase transformations among different BN phases in
solvothermal solutions. It is reasonable to believe that the phase
transformations should the major reason for the coexistence of
multi-phases in the samples prepared by hydrothermal method.
So, investigating the phase transformations among different BN
phases in hydrothermal solutions will provide us much useful
information for developing new and effective methods, by which
the reaction process can be controlled and single phase cBN will
be easily synthesized.
2. Experimental

All the detailed preparation and characterization methods of
the samples can be found in Ref. [23]. In order to investigate the
phase transformation of BN within 220–300 1C, a series of BN
samples have been prepared at different temperatures, and the
correlation between samples and preparation temperature is
presented in Table 1.
3. Results and discussion

In order to obtain an intuitionistic understanding of the phase
transformation in hydrothermal solution, the phases of BN
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Table 1
Correlation between the samples and preparation temperatures.

Samples no. a b c D e f

Temperature (1C) 220 230 240 260 280 300

Fig. 1. XRD patterns of BN samples synthesized at different temperatures. (a)

220 1C; (b) 230 1C; (c) 240 1C; (d) 260 1C; (e) 280 1C; (f) 300 1C. cBN: a ¼ 3.615 Å,

marked with ‘‘m’’ (JCPDS No. 89–1499); hBN: a ¼ 2.504 Å, c ¼ 6.656 Å, marked

with ‘‘&’’ (JCPDS No. 34–0421); wBN: a ¼ 2.550 Å, c ¼ 4.215 Å (JCPDS No.

49–1327), marked with ‘‘�’’.
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Fig. 2. FTIR spectra of BN obtained at different temperatures. (a) 220 1C; (b) 230 1C;

(c) 240 1C; (d) 260 1C; (e) 280 1C; (f) 300 1C.
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samples have been analyzed by using their XRD patterns. The
corresponding XRD patterns of the samples prepared at 220, 230,
240, 260, 280 and 300 1C are shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1(a), the peaks
of only hBN can be observed, which indicates that the sample
prepared at 220 1C is composed of hBN. With the temperature
increased to 230 1C, weak peaks of wBN and cBN can be found on
the XRD pattern (Fig. 1(b)) of the corresponding sample, from
which we know that some of the hBN converted into wBN and
cBN at this temperature. Hereafter, with the temperature further
increasing, the peaks of cBN became stronger and stronger, while
that of hBN got weaker and weaker. This phenomenon clearly
shows us that more and more hBN transformed into wBN and cBN
when the temperature continuously increased. Finally, only wBN
and cBN can be found in the sample prepared at 300 1C, which
reveals that the phase conversion of hBN-wBN+cBN completed
at 300 1C.

From the above analysis, it can be concluded that hBN formed
at 220 1C in hydrothermal solution, and the transformation from
hBN to wBN and cBN started at 230 1C and finished at 300 1C.
During this process, the pressure in the autoclave was 12 MPa.
These conditions are much milder than that required for the same
transformation in conventional HTHP synthesis process
(41000 1C, 41000 MPa).

The above conclusion is also supported by the corresponding
FTIR spectra. In Fig. 2, the peaks at 1017–1068 cm�1 are resulted
from the absorption of TO phonons of cBN, while the shoulder-
peaks at 1129–1148 cm�1 come from the absorption of wBN, and
those at 1383–1387 cm�1 should be attributed to B–N stretch
vibration mode of hBN. Obviously, when the sample was prepared
at 220 1C, only the peak of hBN can be observed, and the peak at
1048 cm�1 just appeared if only the temperature increased to
230 1C. This phenomenon clearly indicates that a transformation
from hBN to wBN and cBN happened at 230 1C, thus part of hBN
has been converted into wBN and cBN at this temperature. With
the temperature further increasing, the characteristic absorption
peak of wBN and cBN became stronger and stronger, and that of
hBN became weaker and weaker and finally disappeared at 300 1C.
This result proves again that the phase transformation hBN-

wBN+cBN completed at 300 1C.
In order to quantificationally analyze the variation of contents

of wBN and cBN with the increasing of temperature, FTIR peaks
have been fitted by multi-Gaussian curves and the results are
presented in Fig. 3. In this figure, the peaks at 1012–1067 cm�1 are
attributed to cBN, and those at 1138–1157 cm�1 to wBN. Within
230–300 1C, it is found that the peaks of cBN are always
dominating, and small peaks of wBN can also be observed. wBN,
possessing the similar stacking sequence with hBN and the same
sp3-hybrid form with cBN, is the intermediate phase between hBN
and cBN. Thus, the existence of wBN should be regarded as an
evidence of the phase transformation from hBN to cBN in
hydrothermal solutions.
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Fig. 3. Fitting results of the IR bands of BN samples. (a) 230 1C; (b) 260 1C; (c) 280 1C; (d) 300 1C. The peaks at 1012�1067 cm�1 are attributed to c-BN, those at

1138�1157 cm�1 to w-BN. (Origin Pro. 7.5 software was used in the analysis process).

Fig. 4. Relative contents of hBN, cBN and wBN at different temperatures.
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Besides, the relative contents of hBN, cBN and wBN can be
further estimated by using the similar method. Here, the
intensities of corresponding FTIR peaks are denoted as IhBN, IcBN

and IwBN, and the contents of them are calculated using XhBN ¼

IhBN/(IhBN+IcBN+IwBN), XcBN ¼ IcBN/(IhBN+IcBN+IwBN) and XwBN ¼

IwBN/(IhBN+IcBN+IwBN). The result shown in Fig. 4 obviously
indicates that the content of cBN monotonously increased with
the increasing of temperature, and at the same time, the content
of hBN decreased.

It is argued that during the synthesis of cBN by HTHP
method, hBN was firstly compressed along the c-axis, then
transformed into wBN by a ‘‘puckering mechanism’’ [20],
followed by the conversion into cBN via a so-called ‘‘dislocation
mechanism’’ [17,18], i.e. hBN-wBN-cBN (Fig. 5). The definite
orientation relationship (0002)h||(0002)w||(111)c directly verified
such a mechanism [5,20]. For more clearly explaining such
a mechanism, Table 2 and Fig. 5 present the crystal struc-
ture data and scheme for the transformation of hBN-wBN-

cBN [5].
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Fig. 5. Scheme of phase transformation from hBN to wBN and cBN.

Table 2
Structural data of different BN phases.

Phase a (Å) c (Å) Space group hybridized

mode

Stacking

sequence

hBN 2.5043 6.6562 P63=mmc(194) sp2 AA0Ay[0001]

wBN 2.5505 4.210 P63mc(186) sp3 AA0Ay[0001]

cBN 3.6153 F43m(216) sp3 ABCy[111]

Fig. 6. HRTEM images of BN sample of mixed phases. h, w and c represent hBN,

wBN and cBN, respectively. (a) small domain of wBN can be found at the edge of a

hBN crystallite, the fringes with distances of 0.33 nm and 0.42 nm are indexed to

the (0 0 2) plane of hBN and (0 0 1) plane of wBN, respectively. (b) cBN crystallite,

fringes with distance of 0.21 nm corresponds to the (111) plane of cBN.

Fig. 7. TEM images and corresponding SAED patterns of hBN and cBN nanocrystals.

(a) and (b) TEM image and SEAD pattern of hBN prepared at 220 1C; (c) and (d) that

of cBN synthesized at 300 1C. The inset in (c) is the typical SEM image of a cBN

single crystal.
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The above mechanism should also be valid for the BN in
hydrothermal solution. In Fig. 6, we present the HRTEM images of
hBN, wBN and cBN crystallites. In these crystallites, hBN (labeled
with ‘‘h’’) are usually found at the inner part while some small
wBN (labeled with ‘‘w’’) domains found at the surface region.
Besides, cBN has also been identified on the basis of two-
dimensional lattice fringes together with their corresponding
angle (Fig. 6(b)). Considering this result, it should be reasonable to
believe that wBN domains might nucleate at the surface region of
hBN crystallites, then these domains became larger and larger. At
higher temperature and pressure, wBN domains converted into
cBN, and these newly formed cBN domains gradually developed
into cBN nanocrystals.

On the other hand, the morphologies of hBN and cBN differ
strikingly from each other. In Fig. 7, it is clear that hBN exhibits as
nano-coshes while cBN appeared as small cubes. This difference in
morphology reveals that besides the phase transformation of
hBN-cBN, dissolving of hBN and re-growing process on
the surface of cBN crystallites should also happened during the
hydrothermal synthesis process, which is still under intensive
investigations.
4. Conclusions

Phase transformations among different BN phases have
happened at rather low temperature and pressure, namely, the
transformation from hBN to cBN started at 230 1C and completed
at 300 1C, and the pressure lower than 12 MPa, with wBN as the
intermediate phase. This result should be very helpful for
controlling the reaction process and synthesizing single-phase
cBN microcrystals in a controllable way. Furthermore, the result
reported in this paper also reveals that it should be possible
to convert hBN microcrystals into cBN under much milder
hydrothermal and solvothermal conditions.
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